Global health care leadership development: trends to consider
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Abstract: This paper provides an overview of trends associated with global health care leadership development. Accompanying these trends are propositions based on current available evidence. These testable propositions should be considered when designing, implementing, and evaluating global health care leadership development models and programs. One particular leadership development model, a multilevel identity model, is presented as a potential model to use for leadership development. Other, complementary approaches, such as positive psychology and empowerment strategies, are discussed in relation to leadership identity formation. Specific issues related to global leadership are reviewed, including cultural intelligence and global mindset. An example is given of a nurse leadership development model that has been empirically tested in Canada. Through formal practice–academic–community collaborations, this model has been locally adapted and is being used for nurse leader training in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Brazil. Collaborative work is under way to adapt the model for interprofessional health care leadership development.
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Introduction

The purpose of this paper is to explore trends underway to prepare global health care leaders, and to describe leadership development models that complement these trends. Throughout the paper we offer testable propositions that we believe are fundamental considerations for developing, implementing, and evaluating global health care leadership development models and programs. Our paper is based on a variety of sources, including the health care, leadership, organizational development, and psychology literature. We begin with a brief overview of global health care leadership development trends, followed by a review of current leadership development models. We end with our own example of an empirically tested leadership development model that is being adapted to different countries and cultures (ie, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Brazil). Although this model was originally intended for nurse leadership development, we are in the process of expanding the model for interprofessional health care leadership development. One caution: our review and our examples are drawn predominantly from Western science and practices. As authors from different cultures, we are aware of the caveats associated with unconditional acceptance of Western leadership styles and Western methodologies for leadership development and evaluation.¹ ² In our collaborative work, we support (and practice) “critically reflexive cultural learning,”³ and in this paper, we advocate for leadership development strategies, such as self-reflection, participatory action learning and developmental
evaluation, which invite new leaders to fully engage in understanding the sources for their actions, and the actions of others from within and outside their particular cultural perspectives.

**Global health care leadership development trends and terminology**

**Trend 1: “I” to “we”**

Leader(ship) development has traditionally focused on individuals. Day4 introduced the idea of leadership development – acknowledging that individual leaders do not have the capacity to address the challenges posed by complex health care systems. Instead, a shared, distributed, or collective approach to leadership is necessary to address complex problems with diverse perspectives, talents, and skills. Yammarino et al5 describe this trend as a shift from “I” (the leader) to “we” (shared, distributed, collective leadership). Collective leadership can occur in small and large, informal or formal groups, such as dyads, teams, units, departments, programs, systems, and networks. Although the ideal goal may be collective leadership within complex health care networks and systems, the literature suggests that leadership development begins with “I” or self-leadership competencies6 and relational competencies associated with leading others.7

Our proposition: self-leadership and relational leadership are important precursors to collective or “we” leadership.

**Trend 2: globalization**

Collective leadership complements health care globalization. Globalization refers to the rapid pace by which we have become connected to each other via technology and economics.8 Health care globalization is recognized as a way to close disparity gaps and improve public health on a global scale through information and resource sharing.9 A globalization example is international “super-hospitals” that network with each other and disseminate evidence-based practices throughout their regional and local communities. These networks involve sophisticated collaborations between academic research institutions, health care organizations, and the community. Super-hospital networks have been piloted with success in Canada10 and the USA.11

The traditional approach to global health was a flow of aid from developed countries to developing countries. New globalization trends focus on interdependencies of resource-rich and -poor countries. As Fried et al suggested:

With the new understanding that many health problems have a linked aetiology and a common impact, and that innovative solutions can come from all sectors, collaborative relationships become, at a minimum, bidirectional and optimally, multilateral.12

Earlier collaboration models focused on practice-academic partnerships, with the community outside or exogenous to the partnership. Through a globalization lens, the community is the driver. Community engagement involves thorough knowledge of the structures and processes associated with health care resource allocation and other resources associated with the social determinants of health, such as housing. Relationships with key stakeholder groups, including the government, underpin effective practice-academic-community collaborations.13 Building and sustaining relationships often begins in dyads and teams, progressing in complexity to networks comprised of multiple, actual, or potential collaborations.14-16 Regardless of the social configuration, collective leadership can synergize the contributions from multiple partners.6,17

Our proposition: globalization depends on complex, collaborative relationships. Collective leadership is necessary for building and sustaining global collaborations.

**Trend 3: interprofessional health care education meets globalization**

Health care leadership poses many challenges, beginning with how we educate health care professionals. The typical, silo-effect educational approach has made it especially difficult to provide interprofessional education, although health care is primarily delivered by teams of health care professionals.7 Collaborations hold promise for breaking down silos and promoting transformative learning.18 Learning with others increases learners’ capacity to critically reason and to practically address local priorities. The Lancet report on “Health professionals for a new century”17 detailed some key academic reforms related to globalization: (a) adoption of a flexible, 21st century competency-based curricula; (b) interprofessional education to promote collaborative, non-hierarchical teamwork; (c) information technology implementation for distance education and networking; (d) local adaptation; (e) effective resource utilization, including faculty development; and (f) a new professionalism or culture based on globalization (ie, knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, and values founded on global health interdependencies). The report acknowledged that traditional academic
Institutions will have to undergo structural and process reforms to philosophically reform themselves. The Lancet report recommended, for instance, joint planning mechanisms in every country to engage key stakeholder groups, such as the government, professional associations, academic and practice communities, and the public. The report, therefore, underscored the importance of collective health care leadership and its place within interprofessional health care education.

Our proposition: global health care leaders need to be collective leaders: the learning process begins with interprofessional education.

**Leadership development: a potential model for global health care leaders**

After reviewing the most recent literature on leadership development, one theoretical model seems to be the best fit for global health care leadership trends discussed above. This multilevel model is accompanied by a variety of empirically tested strategies for developing leaders (“I”) and leadership (“we”). The following section will provide an overview of the model and discuss specific levels of the model, including examples of evidence-based training approaches for each level. For the purpose of this paper, we define model as a framework to guide leadership training approaches for each level. For the purpose of this paper, we define model as a framework to guide leadership training approaches for each level. Table 1 summarizes key information about each developmental level.

Day and Harrison’s multilevel leadership identity model is based on levels of complexity and inclusiveness. Individuals first develop a sense of themselves as leaders, followed by a shift from an individual leader identity to a relational leader identity (ie, influencing others) and, finally, to a collective leadership identity. To successfully accomplish the shift from “I” to “we” leadership identity, a sensitization process needs to take place at each level, which promotes a sense of the collective – how to work with others and share work, including the work of leadership. At each level trainees need to understand the broader context in which they are situated, ie, a systems approach (the individual nested in teams, nested in an organization, nested in a community, etc). Lord and Hall suggest that growth in leadership competence parallels changes in identity: leaders become more sophisticated and accomplished as they acquire higher levels of identity. Some research has shown that the highest level of leadership identity, collective leadership, is associated with greater moral reasoning, broader perspective-taking, and enhanced creativity and innovation. The developmental identity approach assumes that depending on the situation, leaders may draw on lower identity levels. Leaders, for instance, may have to be directive and take charge in crisis situations, while multiple, inclusive perspectives may enhance problem-solving when innovative thinking is desired. If leaders can draw upon multiple levels of identity (ie, self, relational, collective) they have a definite advantage in health care contexts with highly varied cultural and situational demands.

**Self-leadership identity development**

Self-development depends on the readiness of the individual to assume leadership roles and responsibilities. Intrinsically motivated individuals are primed to respond to “trigger events” that activate and enhance their leader identity. Trigger events can occur naturally in the practice environment, but they can also be simulated through formal training exercises and self-reflection. The experience of learning from successes and failures is an active process that requires self-reflection: recognizing personal and professional strengths and weaknesses. A critically reflective leader, therefore, is an active participant in the learning process. Other researchers refer to the “developmental readiness” of potential leaders. The hallmark of developmental readiness is an individual’s willingness to accept leadership challenges. The motivation to develop leader capacity may be the best predictor of an individual’s engagement in self-development over their career trajectory.

Positive psychology highlights “those moments when we felt that our best-self was brought to light, affirmed by others and put into practice in the world.” Positive self-reflections and feedback from others are used to construct a “reflected best self” (RBS), and the RBS serves as an anchor throughout leadership development. Looking at the “glass half-full” can
provide a buffer against challenging and difficult situations, such as environmental and organizational “jolts” that often derail leaders. Individual RBS portraits evolve over time, and leader responses to jolts highlight the importance of the positive psychology approach with respect to outcomes. Self-aware leaders with strong RBS portraits are more likely to respond to jolts with constructive versus destructive responses.\(^{23,25}\) The positive psychology movement has been integrally associated with psychological empowerment strategies that enable leaders to persevere during challenging situations.\(^{26}\)

**Relational leader identity development**

Relationship-building is based on a leader’s ability to foster positive work relationships among others. In health care, the focus has been on the leader's capacity to sculpt and support high-performing clinical and administrative teams (eg, clinical or direct care delivery, and front-line, mid-level, executive administrative levels).\(^{27}\) The literature is replete with instruction on team-building and there are many theoretical models and accompanying tools to assess how individual leaders perform within teams.\(^{28–30}\) The leader-member exchange (LMX) theory focuses on the quality of relationships or exchanges between an individual leader and team members. Effective leader-member exchanges result in such things as higher levels of team performance and organizational citizenship behaviors.\(^{31}\) LMX theory may be a stepping stone for collective leadership as leader-follower interactions evolve over time, from individual self-interests to shared interest based on trust, respect, and interdependencies.\(^{32}\)

Teams are the basic functional units of health care organizations, and the development of relational and collective leadership competencies often takes place within teams.\(^{28,33}\) Transition to collective team leadership may depend on developing shared mental models that enable team members to recognize and respond to similar, critical elements in their environment.\(^{33}\) Many team training programs facilitate the development of shared mental models,\(^{34}\) and quality and safety initiatives emphasize the importance of shared mental models with respect to team effectiveness.\(^{35}\) It is very likely that shared mental models also enhance transference of leadership roles and actions among team members.\(^{16,36}\)

To facilitate a shift to “we” within teams, selection criteria for teams may include individual characteristics such as collective orientation or preference for working with others.\(^{37}\) Individuals who are skilled at empowering others may be selected to seed or prime the team for effective sharing of leadership responsibilities.\(^{38}\) A meta-analysis of leader behaviors in teams showed that leader empowering behaviors accounted for 30% of the variance in team learning.\(^{28}\) There are five categories of leader empowering behaviors: (a) enhancing meaningfulness of work; (b) fostering participation in decision-making; (c) facilitating goal accomplishment; and (d) providing autonomy and freedom from bureaucratic restraints.\(^{39}\) These behaviors are trainable, and there is evidence that these behaviors are precursors to employee job satisfaction, productivity, and organizational commitment.\(^{40}\)

Day et al\(^ {40}\) expanded on the classic input–process–output model to acknowledge the dynamic and cyclical nature of how “I” leadership can shift to “we” leadership within teams. In their I (input) M (mediational influence) O (outcomes) I (input) model (IMOI), individual team member contributions are gradually assimilated and processed as “we” teamwork, and team learning. Teamwork and team learning mediate the relationship between individual team member inputs and eventual team leadership capacity. Over time, team members become more connected, more interdependent and more capable of sharing leadership roles and responsibilities for the sake of the team: in this way there is a shift from individual human capital to team social capital.

Although relational leader competencies may be integral to collective leadership development, we want to emphasize that team leadership training should also include key task-focused competencies, such as knowing how to compose an effective team (eg, size, diversity, skills), and how to design the task with a common compelling purpose, a clear direction and goals, and appropriate organizational supports and resources.\(^ {28}\) In today’s complex health care environments, leaders and leadership require expertise in both relational and task competencies.\(^ {41}\)

**Collective leadership identity development**

Participatory action learning is one strategy associated with team learning and collective leadership development. This strategy has been successfully used in business and management and in health care, psychology, and social sciences to build communities of practice through community engagement and collective empowerment.\(^ {42–45}\) Participatory action learning typically focuses on building confidence and giving all parties, particularly under-represented or marginalized parties, more of a voice. In these instances, action learning is used to raise people’s awareness of their...
collective power and mobilize that power through collective action.\textsuperscript{44,45} In a case study on leadership development in one US organization, project team action learning was used to increase leadership capacity.\textsuperscript{46} Team members were asked at the start of the project to focus on carrying out the task collectively, versus relying on an individual leader to direct team actions. Enhanced leadership capacity was attributed to members’ efforts to consciously seek out and develop new relationships within and beyond their team, that is, to create a network of relationships.\textsuperscript{46}

The action learning literature is closely aligned with empowerment strategies that, interestingly, parallel leadership identity levels. Self-empowerment, for instance, is intended to strengthen how individuals think about themselves, to master their own capacity to make a difference. Empowering others is similar to relational identity whereby an individual, such as a leader, focuses on raising others’ awareness of their personal power through empowerment strategies.\textsuperscript{48,49} Collective empowerment refers to strategies that maximize power through collective action, and action learning can serve as a mechanism for inducing collective leadership and collective empowerment.

Our proposition: the developmental identity model, participatory action learning and empowerment strategies support leaders’ growing sophistication and inclusivity as they transition from self, to relational, to collective leadership identities. The team context serves as an excellent learning medium for “I” to “we” leadership development.

**Multilevel leadership development within organizations**

Leadership development needs to be a sustained process over time whereby leaders learn how to collectively lead, or to think of the “we” versus the “I.” Learning organizations are associated with cultures that promote continuous employee learning and leadership development.\textsuperscript{50} Although physical space and other material resources are necessary for organizational learning,\textsuperscript{51} psychological space refers to employees’ perceptions that they can openly share information and ideas with each other.\textsuperscript{52,53} Sharlow et al\textsuperscript{54} describe how they promoted a learning culture within one health care organization by using a positive psychology approach as their guiding philosophy. The design and implementation of the project was based on Wenger’s community of practice (CoP) principles.\textsuperscript{55} Communities of practice connect individuals with a common purpose or shared vision. In the Sharlow et al example,\textsuperscript{54} CoPs consisted of cohorts from different organizational levels (e.g., executive directors, operations leaders). Each learning cohort had similar accountabilities, and participants identified several advantages to peer-based CoPs, such as increased peer collaboration, trust, and networking opportunities. Peer-based learning cohorts met three times a year to receive new didactic content and engage in discussions related to their level within the organization. Although the original plan had been to mix participants from different organizational levels, attendees were concerned about revealing role weaknesses with supervisors and subordinates (raising the issue of trust formation). MacPhee et al\textsuperscript{56} found that novice front-line nurse leaders preferred peer-based learning, while mid-level leaders seemed comfortable learning with leaders from other health care disciplines or organizational levels. The front-line nurse leaders, newer to their roles, may have needed more psychological space than leaders at higher organizational levels who were accustomed to interacting with other disciplines and other leadership levels.

Many organizations view leadership development as a program or initiative that is “someone else’s job” versus the real work of the organization. Learning organizations invest in leadership as an unfolding process – rather than viewing leaders as individuals with static job positions and titles.\textsuperscript{57,58} In a qualitative interview study on health care leadership development in the USA,\textsuperscript{59} 160 key-informant interviews were conducted to produce a list of exemplary health care leadership development practices within organizations. In addition to an organizational “development mindset” to support a continuum of leadership learning, other best practices included practice-academic collaborations to build internal leadership development programs suited to organizational needs, carefully planned organization-wide metrics to justify organizational investment in leadership development, and codevelopment of administrators and clinicians. Organizational learning also requires continual assessment of leadership learning needs, and developmental evaluation approaches are particularly well-suited to organizational multilevel leadership development.\textsuperscript{60-62} With respect to collective leadership within teams, for instance, developmental evaluation prompts members to critically assess how leadership is being shared and how team goals are being met.

Social network research has shown how leadership capacity grows within organizations that encourage individuals to increase their scope of influence by connecting within and across organizations.\textsuperscript{62} Based on a team context, boundary-spanning refers to activities across different teams and bridge-making involves efforts within teams to bridge differences (e.g., cultural, linguistic) between members.
Another related term is “blending” subgroups within teams. Research on boundary spanning in virtual teams indicates that effective boundary spanners are often formal leaders who are trusted by their teams and who do not prioritize the importance of one team over another. Similarly, effective bridge makers support team efforts and reward teams (versus individuals), and also facilitate intra-team communications and collaboration.

Our proposition: organizational leadership development requires a learning culture that continually assesses its learning needs using strategies, such as developmental evaluation, and promotes psychological space for learning within and across organizational boundaries.

Global leadership development
Cultural differences can lead to team dysfunction. In one study on multinational teams with leaders from North America, People’s Republic of China, Japan, and Australia, successful team outcomes depended on careful team structuring: work teams were mixes of cross-cultural and cross-functional teams that used collaborative approaches for determining work strategy. To avoid potential conflict, team members represented all cultures, strategic functions, and organizational levels. The team also included a “transcultural” insider with comfort working across cultures, and a consultant who served as a facilitator. The diverse mix enabled teams to uncover potential cultural conflicts and construct new ways of working collaboratively across cultural differences. Relationship-building skills were essential components to bridging cultural differences. Relationship-building is necessary to reveal the deeper roots of cultural differences so that teams can openly acknowledge deeper differences and collaboratively address these differences. Traditional team management approaches often minimize team member diversity to avoid coordination and communication difficulties. Diversity, however, can be a team’s most valuable resource for recognizing and bridging cultural differences and spurring multicultural innovation. Collective leadership strategies, such as participatory action learning and developmental evaluation, may provide richer opportunities for promoting global, multicultural relationships and teamwork.

In some cultures, individuals prefer directive versus participatory approaches, and they expect a leader to take control. In fact, in some cultures, leader empowering behaviors and a shift from “I” to “we” leadership results in loss of leader legitimacy. “I” leadership may be a necessary condition in some cultures until trust and respect have been earned, and collective leadership can be gradually introduced. Shifting culture towards collective leadership involves slow assimilation of sharing power and leadership responsibilities. Zander and Butler created a leadership matrix based on the degree of vertical versus horizontal (shared) authority and the degree of focused leader decision-making versus distributed decision-making. The four predominant leadership styles in this matrix are: single leadership (vertical, focused), paired or co-leadership (horizontal, focused), rotated leadership (vertical, distributed) and shared leadership (horizontal, distributed). Individual leadership works best in cultures that value vertical formal authority and task-focused leaders. To “smooth” the way to shared leadership, paired or co-leader models introduce the concept of shared power where both leaders remain task-focused while learning how to make decisions together. Over time, the introduction of rotated leadership enables team members to rotate formal decision-making responsibilities, building competencies among all the members. Vertical leader authority is not shared but rotated so that individual members rotate responsibility for making decisions. Hierarchy-based rotated leadership among junior and senior team members is fairly common in health care disciplines, and other disciplines where rank and delegation are a part of cultural beliefs, values and norms. With shared leadership, a formal authority structure is absent and team members are acculturated to value collective or shared decision-making. Many health care team training programs, such as the US TeamSTEPPS program, are based on collaborative communications and decision-making. Research with TeamSTEPPS has demonstrated its effectiveness in developing and maintaining superior team performance and effectiveness in diverse health care settings.

Global mindset refers to how we think about globalization. At the individual level, global mindset refers to an individual leader’s comfort with multiple cultural influences. Global mindset is a “way of being” that encompasses cultural intelligence (CQ). Cultural intelligence and global mindset require cultural awareness and skills associated with intercultural empathy. There is limited research on CQ, although one study found that in culturally diverse teams, leader CQ contributed to team member perceptions of enhanced leader and team performance. More research in different global contexts is needed to determine if contemporary team-building strategies (eg, TeamSTEPPS), coupled with CQ, will result in enhanced team effectiveness.

Our proposition: global health care leadership development depends on a careful assessment of the current leadership
culture with incremental shifts towards collective leadership. By working collaboratively within and across cultures, we can “grow” cultural intelligence.

**Our leadership development example**

We will conclude our paper with a brief overview of an empirically tested, Canadian nurse leadership development model that we have been culturally adapting for front-line (clinical) and mid-level (director) nurse leader education in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Brazil. We are gradually expanding the model for interprofessional health care leadership development. Our collaborative work is based on strong practice-academic-community partnerships that are steadily growing through concerted relationship-building and networking efforts. Model adaptation has followed the evidence-based propositions put forth in this paper, and we are using a variety of evaluation strategies, including developmental evaluation, to formally test our propositions.

A full description of the Canadian model and its formal evaluation are presented in other, published papers. The Canadian model is based on the leadership identity approach where leaders first learn self-leadership competencies followed by relational team competencies and collective team competencies. The learning modules are titled: Leading self, Leading others, Leading change through effective teamwork, and Leading teams within complex organizations. Although training begins with “I” leadership, throughout the program, participants are sensitized to the importance of “we” leadership. The model also has an overarching empowerment framework that emphasizes the theoretical roots and practice applications for self-empowerment, other-empowerment and collective empowerment strategies. Associated competencies, such as team-building, are incorporated throughout the modules. Training is based on pedagogical ideals for leadership development: an educational workshop that utilizes participatory action learning strategies, such as case-based discussions and problem-solving; a year-long innovation project of relevance to leaders’ respective organizations; and mentorship support from within the organizations, typically at higher leadership levels. Implementation of these components has varied by country, often based on available resources and learning needs.

In Hong Kong we are inaugurating (April 2013) a Chinese University of Hong Kong and University of British Columbia Nurse Leadership Development Center. It will serve as: (a) a development center for nurse leaders at different administrative levels; (b) a knowledge center for generating and translating research evidence to guide leadership practice; and (c) a network base for local, national, and international leadership collaborations. Hong Kong has over 40,000 nurses and 20% are in leadership positions. The Chinese University of Hong Kong is also engaged in many formal partnerships with lower mainland People’s Republic of China. This center, therefore, is recognized for its revenue-generating potential and is strongly endorsed by the academic and practice communities and the government. In Taiwan, we held our first leadership development pilot at Koo Foundation Sun YatSen Cancer Center (KFSYSCC) for 54 novice front-line nurse leaders from 14 medical centers surrounding Taipei. The pilot was funded through KFSYSCC with support from the Department of Health, The National Union of Nurse Associations, and nurse faculty from National Taiwan University School of Nursing. We are in the process of psychometrically validating culturally adapted leadership assessment tools, and we are expanding the curriculum to offer an interprofessional health care leader program in 2013. In Brazil, formal collaborations are currently being forged, and our plan is to pilot the model for novice nurse leaders in 2014.

To conclude, there are many obstacles to global health care leadership development, such as silo-style disciplinary training, lack of organizational support, and cultural differences. Strategies such as critical self-reflection, participatory action learning and developmental evaluation are particularly important for highlighting cultural differences and avoiding post-colonial tendencies to Westernize leadership development in non-Western health care environments. We believe that current trends, as cited at the beginning of this paper, are enabling us to innovatively move forward with global health care leadership development. We hope that the propositions promulgated throughout this paper will serve as a foundation for model development and testing in diverse global contexts.
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